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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hello, and Welcome to the AWP University, this is, AWP 102: The fundamentals of WorkFace Planning In this module, we will examine the roles and responsibilities, of the Workface planner, both on, and offsite.  Let’s get started!!
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will touch on 12 Lessons in our time together.They are:1. What is workface Planning?2. CWP Release Review3. IWP Scoping Sessions4. IWP Release Plan5. Draft IWP Development6. Constraint Clearance7. Review, Approvals, and Release for Construction8. Commit to Work Schedule9. Request and Stage Materials by IWP10. Short Range Planning and Production Control11. Execution of Work and Reporting Back, and finally12. IWP close outLet's dive in



Lesson #1

What is Workface Planning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Lesson 1, we’re going to investigate, what workface planning, actually is!
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WHAT IS WFP?

What is Workface Planning (WFP)?
The result of the overall AWP process is for the Constructor’s Workface Planner(s) to create constraint-free 
Installation Work Packages (IWPs).
IWPs include:

 1-2 weeks worth of work 
for 1 crew 

 Work Instructions and 
detailed scope 
description

 Construction Drawings 
and 3D Images

 Material Requirements

 Safety Requirements

Construction Work Packages

CWP CWP CWP

Installation Work Packages

IWP IWP IWP IWP IWPIWP IWP

Construction Work Area

Workface Planning (WFP) is the 
process of organizing and 
delivering all elements necessary 
before work is started to enable 
craft persons to perform quality 
work in a safe, effective and 
efficient manner. 

WFP enables quick-time status 
updates across various stages of 
the project by utilizing tools 
which ensure all items needed for 
the scheduled work packages are 
available before they are released 
for execution. 

What is Workface Planning?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s start with the official definition of WorkFace planning and then dig into the details.Workface Planning (WFP) is the process of organizing and delivering all elements necessary before work is started to enable craft persons to perform quality work in a safe, effective and efficient manner. WFP enables quick-time status updates across various stages of the project - by utilizing tools which ensure all items needed for the scheduled work packages - are available before they are released for execution. The result of the overall AWP process is for the Constructor’s Workface Planner(s) to create constraint-free Installation Work Packages (IWPs).IWPs include:1-2 weeks worth of work for 1 crew Work Instructions and detailed scope descriptionConstruction Drawings and 3D ImagesMaterial RequirementsSafety Requirements
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Single
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Installation
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A CWA is a geographical division of work defined by 
construction early in the project life-cycle. 

An IWP is a discrete 
portion of a CWP to be 

executed by a single 
foreman and crew over 
a set duration of time. 

A CWP further segregates a CWA into 
discipline specific scopes of work, aligned 

with activity items in the Level 3 
schedule.

How does WorkFace Planning fit into Advanced Work Packaging?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
OK, so if AWP is the framework that we use to deliver a project, let's look inside that framework as to how we identify the division of work. First off, you're going to see the site plan. That's basically the entire scope of the work to be done. lt's the overall plot plan identifying the entire project scope, either the ISPL or the OSBL that is inside the limits or outside battery limits-type site plan, so it’s the overall. Then, you've got the CWA or Construction Work Area. The construction work area is really a geographical division of work that's generally defined by construction early on in the project lifecycle. We will sit down with construction and identify where the different work areas are going to be. This is a unit, for example, and what the basis of the separation of those different work areas is going to be at that point construction. Work areas are not discipline-specific, they are geographically-specific, so everything in that general area. A CWP further segments the CWA into discipline-specific scopes of work aligned with activity items in a Level 3 schedule.  CWPs are schedule line items. They are geographical division-based on the discipline and there are much smaller groupings. You might have multiples that roll up to a CWA depending on your sizing. They are division of labor based on what makes sense before crews work and where crews will work in that area.  IWPs are a discrete portion of that CWP to be executed by a single foreman and crew over a single duration.Now, what do we mean by single duration? What we're typically talking about is shift. If there are 10 days on and two days off, or 11 days on three days off, then maybe you're building installation work packages to fulfill that 11 days of work. All that being said, that's kind of the rule of thumb and it's been typical in the industry.The truth is, IWPs need to be scoped and built based on what makes sense for the grouping of work. It is for a single crew for a set duration, but that may be very small packages are very large packages depending on what work is actually to be executed. If you are in the process of installing risers off a drain system, you may only be able to get certain activities done at certain times based on excavations, you may only have a 40-hour work package which is installing a single-riser for a drain. However, on the opposite side of that explanation, if you've got a large amount of repetitive action - let's say you've got iron workers that are manually assembling a pipe rack so they're doing it stick built. They're going to be erecting many, many bents and in doing that you may group a lot of those together into a single package and end up with a couple thousand hour package. The end result is an IWP in what makes sense for execution of a single crew for a set duration of time. That is key.  A single crew for a set duration of time. Meaning it is not a package that's going to be partially done now and then partially done by a different crew later and then maybe revisit it at some point. Set duration of time by a single crew. For a long time in the industry there's been a misconception that all packages need to be firmly cut at the 500 hour mark that's just simply not true. They need to be set for a set duration of time for a single crew. So let's review slightly:The site plan is an overall project. CWA is a geographical area that we've broken it down to, that we're going to use for basic path of construction planning.  CWP is a discipline specific smaller grouping from within that CWA that does not cross boundaries of a CWA, but is within that CWA as a breakdown of it.  Then, we've got another IWP which also doesn't cross boundaries of its predecessor, the CWP.  Its geographical breakdown of that information, is discipline specific also, as is the IWP. It's anywhere from however many hours to a reasonable amount.  We don't put thousands and thousands of hours into an IWP, but it's a reasonable amount of hours for a single crew for a set duration of time. Single crew, set duration of time. 
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WorkFace Planning (WFP) is the process of organizing 
and delivering all elements necessary before work is 

started, to enable craft persons to perform quality 
work in a safe, effective and efficient manner.

What is Workface Planning?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what is workface planning? Exactly? Let’s take some time to consider the Workface Planning Workflow
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What is Workface Planning?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a a basic IWP lifecycle, if you will, or planning identification lifecycle.In AWP 313 and AWP 314 we go much deeper into the IWP lifecycle, including how an IWP is built initially, how it continues down the supply chain, and how its managed through its entire life. But today, we're going to cover the basics here, and we’ll start at the CWP release review.Once we have that CWP that's been released, we can start to scope the IWPS from it. An IWP scoping session is really where we all get together in a room and go, how do you want to execute this? How do you want to break up the model? How do you want to break up the work? We’re in a CWP, this is our little area, we're looking at this small grouping of data. How do we want to break this up so that different crews can execute it in a timely and efficient manner?So we're going to build logic into it to identify how it's to be built. This is really, for all intents and purposes, a field level constructability session. And that's the best way to look at it. It’s isn't just a matter of deciding,okay, these two drawings go here, these two drawings go there, these two drawings go here, that's a bad way to look at I WP scoping. IWP scoping must be looked at as constructability planning.You're going to put items together that makes sense to be constructed together.You're going to put items together that are on the same elevation.You're going to put items together that are just simply physically in the same geographical area. And 1 crew can easily develop and build those items.  When it comes to scoping an IWP, we’re not concerned about what an item is, other than that it's part of that same discipline. Certainly we may not have the crew mix to execute specialty things in every crew. But if we've got some six inch and some small bore in an area that's all together, all these connections are together, for example in a module interconnect. It’s very common that you've got several interconnects, and they've got four or five different systems represented within three, or four meters of each other, and they could be all together in 1 IWP.And that could be all in one idle up. But if it's all carbon steel, six inch pipe, I don't care what system it's in, I just want to know that I've got a welder that can execute the proper welding specification, and I've got enough crew to execute it. I've got the scaffold required and the access required to be able to access the components that are within this IWP and they're together within a geographical area ,so I don't have to mold and D mold from an area. So mobilize go to one area then go to another area in order to execute. That's important to note when scoping like items that are geographically executed together . But let's review this in general just so we get a good handle on what is workforce planningFrom there we create the IWP Release Plan What we're going to do now is review basic spreadsheets of what a release plan actually looks like. We're going to dig into those so that you can see really, how they work, how we would start to load them early, and how we evolve them. At drafting the IWP  development phase, we're going to look at how we build some of the early IWPs. You know, when we go into draft development we're looking at creating a folder for them, we're looking at creating a basic scope for it. If we're really lucky, we might identify what drawings might be coming for it, we might have some bootlegs at the time. So we might, we might have some basic This is a a basic IWP lifecycle, if you will, or planning identification lifecycle.In AWP 313 and AWP 314 we go much deeper into the IWP lifecycle, including how an IWP is built initially, how it continues down the supply chain, and how its managed through its entire life. But today, we're going to cover the basics here, and we’ll start at the CWP release review.Once we have that CWP that's been released, we can start to scope the IWPS from it. An IWP scoping session is really where we all get together in a room and go, how do you want to execute this? How do you want to break up the model? How do you want to break up the work? We’re in a CWP, this is our little area, we're looking at this small grouping of data. How do we want to break this up so that different crews can execute it in a timely and efficient manner?So we're going to build logic into it to identify how it's to be built. This is really, for all intents and purposes, a field level constructability session. And that's the best way to look at it. It’s isn't just a matter of deciding,okay, these two drawings go here, these two drawings go there, these two drawings go here, that's a bad way to look at I WP scoping. IWP scoping must be looked at as constructability planning.You're going to put items together that makes sense to be constructed together.You're going to put items together that are on the same elevation.You're going to put items together that are just simply physically in the same geographical area. And 1 crew can easily develop and build those items.  When it comes to scoping an IWP, we’re not concerned about what an item is, other than that it's part of that same discipline. Certainly we may not have the crew mix to execute specialty things in every crew. But if we've got some six inch and some small bore in an area that's all together, all these connections are together, for example in a module interconnect. It’s very common that you've got several interconnects, and they've got four or five different systems represented within three, or four meters of each other, and they could be all together in 1 IWP.And that could be all in one idle up. But if it's all carbon steel, six inch pipe, I don't care what system it's in, I just want to know that A.I've got a welder that can execute the proper welding specification, and●B. I've got enough crew to execute it. ●C.I've got the scaffold required and the access required to be able to access the components that are within this IWP and they're together within a geographical area ,so I don't have to mold and●D. D mold from an area. So mobilize go to one area then go to another area in order to execute. That's important to note when scoping like items that are geographically executed together . But let's review this in general just so we get a good handle on what is workforce planning●From there we create the IWP Release Plan●● What we're going to do now is review basic spreadsheets of what a release plan looks like. We're going to dig into those so that you can see really, how they work, how we would start to load them early, and how we evolve them. When we go into draft development, we're looking at creating a folder for them and creating a basic scope for it. If we're lucky, we might identify what drawings might be coming for it or we might have some bootlegs at the time. At this stage, we're going to start to scope the requirement for an idol up for the specific purpose. Once we get through draft development, we're going to start constraint clearance. And once we get past building the work package, it's going to continue to evolve, and once we get into constraint clearance - we've got crews that can execute it. Once we have all the items required, then it goes through final review. If after final review it’s labeled as executable, it'll go through to release to construction. During its release to construction, we're also going to be submitting the material request for it. We submit the material request so that the material department starts staging at the same time. And they base those materials on the MTO for that IWP  - something we’ll discuss shortly. Once it's released to the field, the materials are going to show up. Next, we begin to execute the work and report back.Once it’s executed, then we get into it IWP closeout. Closeout is a critical stage of an IWP. That IWP closeout is what makes an IWP and workforce planning work. We need to complete the loop on all work and report back. If we don't do closeout often, QA/QC does not know when things are ready. If we do not report back testing is not done. If we do not report back we don’t complete the IWP.nomenclature, the odds are at this draft development stage, we're not going to have drawings yet - But we're going to start to scope the requirement for an idol up for the specific purpose. Once we get through that draft development. Initially, we're going to start constraint clearance. And once we get past building the work package, and it's going to continue to evolve, and once we get into constraint clearance, once that package has evolved, and we've cleared all constraints against it, meaning that we can now execute it based on the fact that all materials are there, we've got crews that are able to execute it. We've got all of the items that are required, were scheduled, we got access to the area permits are in place, those types of things, all the camp constraints are removed, then it goes through final review. And once it's fun goes through final review. It's identified that Yep, okay, it's executable, it's good to go. And yes, in fact, you have removed all of the constraints, it'll go through to release to construction. Now you notice that it goes to two prong approach here. And where it goes to release it to the construction, well, as we release it to construction, we're also going to be submitting the material request for it. Now, why do we do that we submit the material request at that time, so that the material department starts staging the materials at the same time, as that bag and tag, we're making sure that they get in there. And they they based on the MTO for that I WP and we'll talk about mtos and what they look like for an eye WP here coming up. But they staged those materials and they commit to that work schedule. Once it's released to the field, so materials are going to show up. There's a schedule for it. We commit to the work schedule through through field level planning activities that are done. We go into short range planning to identify each week, what we're going to be looking at/All right, and then as we get into moving through, we execute the work and report back. So we've gone through this planning activity, and then we have gone through our short range, short range planning and production control. So this is what are we doing each day, if you will, within that time period, that set for the execution of that IWP. We're going to execute, execute the work package and report back and then we get into it IWP closeout. Once you're in it, WP closeout. That's extremely important. We've talked about it several times, but I cannot continue to talk about it enough. That IWP closeout is what makes a WP and workforce planning work. We need to complete the loop on all work, we need to report back if we don't do closeout often QA QC does not know that things are ready. If we do not report back testing is not done. If we do not report back we don't get paid. Often because we're paid on progress on many on many jobs reclosing. Out idle VPS is paramount and extremely important.
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What is Workface Planning?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
let's start looking at a timeline for IWP Development and release, for the building of Installation work packages.This is often one of the most difficult items to build discipline around, because what often happens is engineering will give us a models or drawings that we've been waiting for a very long time. all we want to do is get out there and just start executing.I've been on site with clients where they literally issue the drawing in the morning and the craft wants to be installing it that afternoon. I don't blame them, often they’ve been waiting and all the craft in the field want to do is actually build!But we need to drill in and understand that in a proper organized execution strategy we need drawings ahead of time much before we start so that we can plan it, stage materials and execute. Being issued the drawing in the morning and executing in the afternoon is not efficient. That execution in the afternoon is not going to go as planned materials are going to be very difficult to obtain. Crews are going to be moving around from location to location very, very slowly. That's very typical, you're going to have multiple slowdowns, trying to get everything organized to execute in that quick of a manner. If you respect the requirements, and you go through the proper planning activities and allow all of the support trades to get involved prior to execution you're going to execute much, much more efficient. Just think about it in terms of support craft, like specialty equipment, welding machines other support craft like scaffolding - when we need last minute access management, valuable time is lost We need to plan ahead in order to get all requirements in place. For workface planning, let's look at the basic timeline. Now this can be adjusted, it's not a rule set in stone. Some projects are more agile than others for certain reasons. For instance, a shut down, maintenance, project. Often, they've got 100%   in the warehouse on site. If they've got 100% materials waiting in the warehouse on site, they can requisition those materials often quite quickly. So we can often compress this timeline in those types of situations where it's in-house engineering, it's in-house management of materials. It's always the same crew that's executing the work one after the other. We're not going to run into crew density issues, maintenance and shutdown type projects are planned very, very detailed and in there entirety well in advance. But if it's a quick maintenance job, say there's been a failure. We can execute very, very quickly in those types of environments with Workface planning as well. However, as a standard on a new greenfield project this is what we want to see. let's review this timeline, T minus eight weeks out developing sequence of IWPs.  Identifying a strain and assign constraints T minus seven weeks out prior to execution. We want to make sure We've got all those field level constraints identified, and we're tracking them, we know of any potential issues that could occur. We're going to expedite outstanding IWP constraints at the T minus five weeks out. We've identified them and thenafter  a couple of weeks, we've either been able to remove them, expedite them, or replan by means of delay to this work package. If those constraints are not cleared, we do not continue to the next steps. We do not issue IWPs to the field that have constraints outstanding. What may happen on occasion and is sometimes an exception, Is that we will issue the IWP to the field on a constraint that we know is going to be removed before execution based on schedule or procurement deliverable. In a situation like that where we may have an open constraint that we're monitoring, that we have faith will be removed before execution, we can keep track of it and remove that constraint. An example would be a module placement where we have a module program going straight to the hook, meaning the truck is arriving at site. That truck is driving to the workface and there is a crane waiting that it comes right off the truck into its position within the plant. This  type of a situation is a material constraint will not been removed until literally a minute before it's lifted into place. Obviously, it takes several hours to set up the lift, but that truck arriving,  and the module being lifted immediately - is the actual removal of that material constraint.However, it's typically a rule that we do not issue IWPs to the field without complete removal of the constraints.Okay now that the IWP is issued for execution. We have cleared the constraints; We're issuing it to the field at T minus four weeks. At that T minus four weeks time period, we're getting into that short range planning and production planning type basics and we commit to look ahead schedule. Based on the IWPs issuance to the field, we'll start to put it into the three week look ahead schedule at the T minus three week time frame we will then commit to the look ahead schedule. We’re now doing short interval production planning. Stage materials for an IWP up at two weeks out. Now this doesn't mean it's staged right at the Workfront. This may be staged at the materials lay down area. But really what that saying is we've bagged and tagged it, it's grouped together, it's identified, and it's tagged by the IWP. The reason why it's two weeks out is because not every item up is going to be from one material location. Often IWPs will have three material locations to consider you may have owner supplied materials, you may have contract or supplied materials. Some coming from the contractor's warehouse, versus coming from the owners lay down. For a single IWP you may have one of each and then for consumables and such things as gaskets, nuts, bolts, studs, those types of items often are through free issue from a central warehouse, that is separate from the other two.So T minus two we may have requisitions into three different material handling areas. We ensure that they are bagging and tagging and are aware that we are going to be requiring those materials by a certain date. Then we continue our field level production and management of planning at the field level where the foremen are now planning their daily work tasks, Then of course, start executing the IWP and close out.  If A IWP is not reported as complete and closed out within the allotted time - the Workface planner must closely monitor the IWP for Closure and assist in removing any barriers to the close out.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is time for the lesson 1 quiz.  Please exit this video and click on quiz 1 from your account dashboard.  Good luck.



Lesson #2

CWP Release Review

Presenter
Presentation Notes
let's jump to lesson 2 CWP release review
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we follow the IWP workflow we see that the scoping of IWPs Starts at the CWP release Review. 
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https://www.bentley.com/en/products/product-line/construction-software/constructsim

CWP Readiness Reviews - Engineering Status

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what is a CWP release review?These are very key sessions used to review CWP development and completion. Many factors are considered during the IWP release session, such things as:Material requisitionMaterials availabilityEngineering delivery, drawings, specs etc.Scheduled release of the CWPOverall scope of the CWPSeveral others that would prevent the CWP from being planned ands broken into IWPs.Let's take a look at the basics of the CWP release review sessions and output. If you're using an automation system, one way to do that is to be able to color code directly in the model. When you color code by CWP in the model, you can start to see very quickly the extents of a CWP scope, the blue here is one CWP, the green is another CWP. The orange behind it is also a different CWP. With the identified CWPs, we can then start to identify and run status visualizations on the actual component status for such constraints as the material status. In this case, we're talking about component status, the green is all IFC, the blue is in detailing, So then this CWP is yet to be completed, the green is IFC, it's ready to go. Use of many status visualizations like, receipt of materials, drawing IFC, and other constraints all helps to identify scope and constraints during a CWP reediness review.
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Constraint Checks on CWPs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We're going to track the completeness of the CWP to identify if it is 100% complete, it's ready to go, all constraints have been removed.This is an example of a tracking system that's set up for monitoring CWP Readiness, if there's problems with it, we're going to be able to see and how it's trending as far as the materials and the data and other items coming into the system. So, we can see right here very quickly in some of these systems, what the trend looks like on it, which is extremely important. You can see in in one of these CWPs, engineers complete model checks been done drawings are 100%. That right there is often where most people would say, Okay, this CWP is ready to go. Well, the truth is no, we've got spool detailing, have the spools been detailed are they to be detailed by the engineering company or are they detailed by the fabricator? Is the MTO complete have the components been ordered? Do we have all the data for it, such as all the information coming from the spool detailer and such materials have, they arrived?Has the contractor and the company materials been identified? Remember I talked about multiple locations of materials, we've got two locations that are cited here, both company and contractor materials.In this case, we don't have all the data and we don't have all the materials yet. However, it's been fabricated. So I think we're pretty darn close to being able to execute say that this CWP is ready for release. Tracking in these types of systems is very important. 
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CWP Readiness Checklist

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a product of the CWP release, review, typically there's a document that looks like this, that is a tracking document to be able to identify and officially go through as a checklist. This is a tool often used during the reviews themselves. These documents and checklist are integral tools used in tracking and release of CWPs.
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Image provided courtesy of O3 Insight, Inc. All Rights Reserved

CWP Release Curves

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an image  showing results of our tracking, we can track to see what releases have been completed, how many we are releasing. Are we hitting the dates? And in this case, you can start seeing the actuals are a little behind but generally pretty good. What we planned and what we forecast, these are key performance indicators that tell us are if we going to be successful, if we see something like this where the actuals are not aligned with The plan then we could do some expediting or some replanning, but this is an example of a leading indicator that might threaten some work downstream. More detail on CWP release review sessions can be seen in Module 309 - CWP Readiness Reviews
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is time for the lesson 2 quiz.  Please exit this video and click on quiz 2 from your account dashboard.  Good luck.



Lesson #3
IWP Scoping Sessions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let's talk about what IWP scoping sessions now.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The IWP Scoping Sessions happen right after CWP release review. The IWP scoping sessions are where we start to identify and develop those virtual IWPs. 
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IWP Scoping Sessions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The key term here is virtual IWPs. Since we don’t go to hardcopy with our IWPs until the last phase, we maintain them virtually, in a digital format, until we're close to issuing to the field. If we’re utilizing tablets in the field, we can access virtual IWPs instead of sending paper to the field. 
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IWP Scoping Sessions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IWP scoping sessions are field level identification meetings as well as a time to coordinate with field personnel, and workface planners. Often, scoping can be done well in advance of arriving at site - but working with field personnel is recommended to make changes to the scopes of the IWPs in order to satisfy the IWP release plan.
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IWP Scoping Sessions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we begin talking about items to arrange into a single work package, it is important to make groupings based on their geography, in a way that makes sense to be issued and worked on together. The construction crew will have the opportunity to modify the scoping of those IWPs, if needed, in the IWP Scoping sessions..It’s important for the field and the construction personnel to have say in the actual plan, so that they are clear and confident in the work they are set to execute.
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IWP Scoping Sessions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s look at the scope of a few IWPs. This is a screenshot of a smart plant construction project. This shows the IWPs as different colors, which have been coded into the model.You can see each of the individual work packages and the colors associated with them – the light blue is the first IWP to be installed followed by the purple, and so on.Now let's look at how we achieve this level of IWP organization. 
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IWP Scoping Sessions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s start with the plot plan. We start by looking at The CWP that we're going to be working on – in this case it will be the 5 pump stations at the north end of this drawing. We're going to go in and start building an IWP for one of them. 
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IWP Scoping Sessions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s select the furthest south pump for this scoping session. 
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IWP Scoping Sessions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is the plot plan showing the foundations for that pump platform. 
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IWP Scoping Sessions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After we’ve identified the specific area that we're going to start to scope, we're going to look at the civil works for this pump pad.One thing to note here is we're going to look at this from the perspective of just this single pump - so, while you're scoping this one, you should be referencing the others in order to duplicate this effort across the five of them that are all identical. Let’s now look at this singular scoping effort and how that starts to break down in a 3D model, when we start having these discussions about civil IWPs. 
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IWP Scoping Sessions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 3d, we're seeing this view where we're identifying these component items.. We're going to zoom in on it from the point of view of the first item up. 
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IWP Scoping Sessions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So that first item up is going to be the platform, the main pad that we're looking at.  Then we're going to go to the second item – which is the pedestal.  The third is going to be the embeds and the mounting rails. It's a simple scope, but now you can see how we're starting to break it down. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So here’s what it starts to look like when you add it all together. 
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Presentation Notes
The second IWP looks like this
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IWP Scoping Sessions
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And the third item up looks like this. As we keep going now we're going to start to break down and continue to scope the items around it. 
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So this first grouping of pedestals , 
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second grouping pedestals, 
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IWP Scoping Sessions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
and as we continue, we can start to see we're going from south to north, on how we're going to scope these, 
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Presentation Notes
and now we're going to go over to this side, then we're going to start doing the grade beams between those.
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Then we're going to do the pedestals. 
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Then we're going to do the lower pads than the pedestals again, this pad in this area. 
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And then the pedestal on this one. continuing through this one happens to be a single pour and continuing down the road so you get the idea. 
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Presentation Notes
As we continue to click through the IWPs you can see the order and the scope of the identified IWPs.  (Continue to click through)
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The Pedestals in the top center
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Next the slab in the top center
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And then the pedestals for that slab
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so on and so forth.
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As we continue to click trough
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We see the sequence taking shape
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It's important to go through and identify the different aspects of an IWP, like we did here by sequencing this pump area.This may have seemed like a simple scoping, but when it comes down to specific planning decisions -  like order of pump pads to install, it’s crucial to involve the craft personnel; as they are the ones actually executing the work. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is time for the lesson 3 quiz.  Please exit this video and click on quiz 3 from your account dashboard.  Good luck.



Lesson #4

IWP Release Plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lesson 4 the IWP Release Plan, the most important control plan for your IWPs
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So now that we have come up the logical way of dividing this work, we are going to produce the Release Plan. What does the release plan look like? 
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IWP Release Plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here's what a standard IWP release plan looks like. Let’s look at the release plan worksheet – it begins with the IWP number on the left, then goes into the scope (which is how many drawings or estimates of drawings that you have). The IWP release plan develops through time as the various forms get populated. The initial IWP release plan is set up and scoped during the first basis of estimates. So when we get the first order of magnitude from estimating early on, we’re attempting to determine how many CWAs there are. Then based on the number of CWA’s, we estimate how many CWPs, and then IWPs. So we'll then go in, and we will create those packages within the document as far as just adding the nomenclature so that we've got tracking items. 
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IWP Release Plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first step is to identify the CWP. Then we add the items up to it based on the assumption that it’s going to take two. This is a basic early scoping; it starts to give us an order of magnitude for doing our resource planning as well as laying a foundation for how we're going to execute.As we learn more about estimate we learn more about materials, drawings, and we start getting IFCs as we continue to evolve these items.The large key item to take from this is that we don't wait until all items are IFC, as that is already too late.The truth is that as we build out the IWPs from the first day, we make an educated guess as to the number of IWPs there will be. After acquiring the IFC drawings, we know what the contents of that IWP should be. When the ISOs go to IFC and are issued, it’s as simple as exchanging those drawings into the IWPs that correspond with them.It’s too late If you start your IWP scoping and development post IFC. The craft personnel are more than likely going to ask when they can start given that we have so many IFC drawings. Start your IWP scoping early on so that you can offset possible constraints and be prepared for when those drawings do go IFC.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is time for the lesson 4 quiz.  Please exit this video and click on quiz 4 from your account dashboard.  Good luck.



Lesson #5

Draft IWP Development
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
During draft iwp dev in this we've got our release plans set up we're starting to build the IWP.
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Contents
1. 3D Visualization
2. Material Take‐Off
3. Work Steps
4. Equipment & Tools 
5. Predecessor IWPs and Other Work
6. Constraints List
7. Field Coordination List
8. Drawing List (Company Designed)
9. Drawing List (Contractor Designed)
10. Reference Documents
11. Quality Requirements

Draft IWP Development

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now let's look at a basic IWP breakdown. Here we're going to cover the high points of what's in an IWP. First, we have the table of contents. This includes 3d visualization information, materials, takeoff, work steps, equipment and tools. Now this is typically for specialty equipment tools, such as a manlift. Predecessor IWPs and the constraints list come next.There should not be any open constraints, rather this is a place to track field level constraints - Meaning that should the field personnel encounter any constraints, they log them here in order to get them cleared.Next up is Field coordination lists. That’s a list of coordination efforts with other trades.This is followed by Drawing lists, reference documents, and your quality requirements. The quality requirements could be hold points such as NDE requirements and ITP triggers.  These are the contents of your standard IWP, minus the technical drawings which are in their respective list. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is time for the lesson 5 quiz.  Please exit this video and click on quiz 5 from your account dashboard.  Good luck.



Lesson #6

Constraint Clearance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lets talk about the most important part of the whole concepts of workface planning  and i.e constraint clearance.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Following the Draft IWP Development phase, we have constraint clearance.After listing, scoping, and planning the Installation Work Packages we must release the constraints to the the workface planner, engineers, material managers and field crews, - they will work together to communicate and clear the constraints on an IWP. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So let's look at where that fits in the timeline. At T seven t minus seven weeks is where we've identified and assigned possible constraints for the IWP(s) we've been working on. Then when we move forward to T minus six and T minus five weeks. This is when we begin expediting the outstanding constraints. We need to make sure all the IWP constraints are cleared before we move to the next gate. It’s important to use this timeline as a guide for each phase – ensuring that each gate is complete before moving to the next. 
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Constraint Clearance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are varieties of different constraints.Let's look at common constraints that are typically tracked on a project. The first is CWP work type release confirmed.. Construction drawings are checked for the RFIs – which means ensuring there are no RFIs, Because if there are, we're not going to issue a work package with a constraint.Company select supplied and contractor supplied materials have been allocated, and prerequisite IWPs have been completed. For example, If it's a pump, you're not going to install that pump until civil has completed the concrete work and the pedestals that we were just looking at.  Work face is clear of  other local workfronts -  meaning that we're not going into a work front that already has a crew working at it.All applicable PTW's submitted and in place. construction equipment confirmed as available. So we’ve got our support trades, we've looked at the equipment and it's tools are confirmed as available. work crew is assigned, a scaffold has been erected, QA QC hold  points have been identified. Those hold points are in there but if they’re not, and survey work has been completed.Each IWP will be different, but that is the list of basic constraints.. 
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Constraint Clearance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let's examine what one of these constraints looks like. This one is the material availability status. This is a status visualization that will give us the ability to see if a material is clear or not based on its color coding.For example, if we're going to install the piping around this pump here, the inlet and an outlet piping have not shipped and one of the spools is missing. This means that this IWP has a material availability status constraint.This is a perfect example of an extreme level constraint – all the required materials are available except for two vital items – the flange connections.  Status visualization is a great way to visually understand your materials status.
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Constraint Clearance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is possible with certain documenting systems, to manage your constraints and display statuses for them.These documentation programs are important to use in order to view these items and control them so that you can very quickly start creating histograms for your constraint clearance and identify why some of them aren't cleared. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is time for the lesson 6 quiz.  Please exit this video and click on quiz 7 from your account dashboard.  Good luck.



Lesson #7

Review, Approvals and Release for Construction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IWPs have been created, constraint released, and reviewed. Now let's look at getting them ready for approval and release to the field.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Release to construction. This is where we are in our lifecycle.
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Look to achieve 3-4 weeks of constraint 
free IWPs released for each crew.

Review, Approvals and Release for Construction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bar graphs like this one, are going to help to identify the level of readiness and work front buffers. This tracks how many IWPs there are as well as the hours assigned to them. And as you go down, you can see that we are still early on. But where we should be working, we've got lacking in buffers, and that's going to cause us some issues. It's extremely important that we start working with these types of graphs to ensure that they're tracked and ready to review. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is time for the lesson 7 quiz.  Please exit this video and click on quiz 7 from your account dashboard.  Good luck.



Lesson #8

Commit to Work Schedule

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let's looking at look at committing to the work schedule now. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Moving along, we've released to construction, so now we're starting to review and look further into the actual work schedule.
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Presentation Notes
On the timeline, we are at the committing to look ahead schedule phase. We're at T minus three weeks. At this point we have gone through the review process and sent the IWP to the field for execution. The field personnel are starting to put it into their daily work plans and three week look ahead.
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Commit to Work Schedule

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a simple graph of the contractors work plan – it shows what they're doing this week, next week, and what constraints have been cleared. 
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It is time for the lesson 8 quiz.  Please exit this video and click on quiz 8 from your account dashboard.  Good luck.



Lesson #9

Request and Stage Materials by IWP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s get into staging the materials.
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Presentation Notes
Once we’ve committed to the work schedule and the IWPs are cleared, we begin our material requests. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Staging Materials phase begins at the T minus 2 weeks period.
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Request and Stage Materials by IWP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is an example of a typical material takeoff for an IWP. Now when we say a typical material takeoff for an IWP, it's extremely important to start looking at how those materials are grouped - because different isometrics have different types of MTOs .  They can be grouped by fabricator, fabrication materials, and sometimes they're grouped by loose materials. For pipe, you need MTOs  that are created for the field, which are spools, nuts, bolts, gaskets, valves. When referencing steel, you’ll need MTOs for connect points, bolts, and weld frames. Think about it like this your MTO should be a list of every individual component.Anything that is an independent piece needs to be in here so that when it's sent for material requisition, the MTO will then be one to one with the pick ticket for material requisition.Without this type of MTO, you run the risk of having an unorganized requisition of materials, as well as lose time having to manually do material takeoffs to identify what the picklist is.It’s important to  help shortcut the issue of material requisition in your IWPs by basically creating MTOs that, in essence are one to one with a pick list.A pick list being that requisition from the warehouse from the site lay down location for where your materials are located. If you have a combination of contract, supplied materials, and free issue materials, it's best practice to put multiple MTOs into the IWPs for each of those, so that they're easily translated to pick lists or pick tickets for each of those different locations. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is time for the lesson 9 quiz.  Please exit this video and click on quiz 9 from your account dashboard.  Good luck.



Lesson #10

Short Range Planning & Production Control

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lesson 10 - short range planning and production control. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here Is short range planning within our workflow.
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Short Range Planning & Production Control

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Short range planning and production control ensures that the workface is producing the deliverables per the POC. Short range production planning is like an interactive project planning session - IWPs within them typically have work steps that need to be integrated with other individuals in the field. Except it's focusing on not only the general format, But they're also going to integrate their work with the other stakeholders and and interdependent crews, that they need to coordinate daily. This is an opportunity for the piping, electrical, structural  and cicil crews to come together and understand what they are committing to  in their weekly work plans.  
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Presentation Notes
It is time for the lesson 11 quiz.  Please exit this video and click on quiz 11 from your account dashboard.  Good luck.
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Execute Work & Report Back

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So we’ll Leeson 11 – Executing Work and Reporting back
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Execute Work & Report Back
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s look at it from the point of view of the workflow
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Execute Work & Report Back

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once the IWP is cleared of all constraints and is deemed executable, we have all the data we need to conduct a report.
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Execute Work & Report Back

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an example of a piping IWP. Step one might be shakeout. Step two, connect one. Step three, do this and all there's depending on what your rates and rules of credit are for the installation of that pipe. These are the different checkboxes. Now you're going to execute the work and record it. There's multiple different ways to do it - Often it's recorded on a chart or a graph. In this situation, we prefer a visual recording because it's much easier and you're not going to get incorrect numbers. 
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Execute Work & Report Back

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And here's another example of logging  that type of reporting progress into the IWP for tracking and absorption. These are welds and bolt ups. Obviously, these Connect points need to be tracked. There's multiple ways to do this, either it’s labeled done or not done for this weld. Sometimes in an IWP we will do full weld mapping. And that  full weld mapping is tracking for QA QC, who the welder was, when it was done, signed off, and when it was completed.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is time for the lesson 11 quiz.  Please exit this video and click on quiz 11 from your account dashboard.  Good luck.
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IWP Close-Out

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alright, finally, close out, of course, how do we close out an IWP
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IWP Close-Out
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Presentation Notes
Lets look at it from the point of view of the last phase within the life cycle.
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IWP Close-Out

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This skyline diagram is providing us with month-to-month information on the development and execution of IWPsHere the gray bar indicates IWPs that are in the target plan (6 months prior to the “today” date)The yellow bars indicate IWPs that have been produced but not released (between 2 and 6 months prior to the “today” date)The green bars indicate IWPs that have been issued (released to the field for execution within the current time to 4 months prior to the “today” date)The red bar indicates IWP with constraints that must be removedThe dark blue bars indicate IWPs that were completedThe light blue bars indicated IWPs that started but were not completedThe orange bar indicates the IWPs that could not be completedThis represents an approach that some Workface Planning efforts take around building their IWPs as early as possible and create a large backlog.  We hear teams say how proud they are in being able to make hundreds of IWP in short time frames.  Why might this be a poor strategy?
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NOT SO GOOD GOOD

2. Very little constraints identified 
(doubtful the project is this 
‘smooth’)

3. Printing out packages too soon

1. Challenges with close-out of packages

IWP Close-Out

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now let’s compare the previous diagram with the one on the right.  The gray bars indicates more IWPs remain in the target plan (4 months prior to the “today” date)The yellow bars indicate fewer IWPs that have been produced but not released (between 1 and 4 months prior to the “today” date)The green bars indicate much fewer IWPs have been issued (released to the field for execution within the current time just a month prior to the “today” date)The red bar indicates IWP with constraints that must be removed, note that there a more red bars indicating more constraints have been identified earlier.The dark blue bars indicate IWPs that were completedThe light blue bars indicated IWPs that started but were not completed.  Note that there are very few IWPs not completed within two months after start.The orange bar indicates the IWPs that could not be completed.  There are actually more incomplete IWPs as they are closed out and new IWPs issued to manage the incomplete work, versus, leaving the IWPs open and attempting to manage by punchlists.[Click mouse]The excess amount of light blue indicates challenges with close out packages[Click mouse]Very little constraints are being identified and proactively managed.  So it is doubtful the project is running smoothly.[Click mouse]All this green is indicating the packages are being printed out too soon and sitting on shelves which may result in picking a choosing IWPs that may not be the priority, not picking up changes that may have occurred, information is not fresh and the team may have to re-educate themselves, or materials have been issued and now missing or damaged.
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It is time for the lesson 12 quiz.  Please exit this video and click on quiz 12 from your account dashboard.  Good luck.
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